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Dear Parent/Carer, 

The term has been one of national turmoil and uncertainty tinged with much sadness at 

the tragic events in London and Manchester. We have worked hard to support students 

to manage their emotions and personal responses through curriculum time and 

individual support where this was needed. Most of all we have tried to maintain an 

appropriate perspective and reassure as well as provide guidance and advice on how 

to keep safe. We are a supportive and richly diverse community in which the care for 

each other and of others is tangible. I am very proud of this strength which enables us 

to face challenges better together. 

The exam season is now at an end and I know how hard students and teachers have 

worked to prepare themselves for the new specifications at both A Level and GCSE. Many of our staff have become 

examiners so they can gain insights and we have been networking with every conceivable organisation to ensure we 

have the most up to date intelligence. There is no doubt that the exams have been more challenging this year, but 

KNGS have always been up for a challenge and with their own words: “we’re gonna smash it!”;  how can they not?  

Stirchley Cooperative Society were fantastically generous over the exam period and provided a huge number of 

bananas to see students through the longer exams. A big thank you to Jim Cunningham the manager there and to 

you too for all your support! 

I know you will appreciate a few updates on current and future directions. The new marking and assessment policy 

has been reviewed by senior staff with governor support. I am pleased to report that students’ confidence in their 

understanding of what they can do and what they need to improve is high. In a similar vein, the new reports will be 

with you shortly and your feedback on these will help to inform any future changes to these. We have had a great 

first year with our Lloyds Bank partnership which has provided mentoring for Sixth Form, support for their next steps, 

training for staff and the development of a new Art Award, to be unveiled soon. Into year 2 they will provide individual 

mentoring for our Head Girl and the new role of Head Boy. And last, but not least, a new look dining area will be 

provided by Aspens, our new caterers from September. We look forward to the changes they promise to bring.   

Every best wish for a well-deserved summer break and in a spare moment why not check out our new ‘My Ed’ app? 

(see back page for details). 

Gill Fox - Headteacher 

Dates for your Diary 

 Friday 7th July – Annual Awards Celebration  

 Friday 14th July – School Fete  

 July 17th-21st - Year 10 Work Experience 

 Friday 21st July – last day of term – students leave at 12.30pm 

 Thursday 17th August – A Level Results Day 

 Thursday 24th August – GCSE Results Day PLUS Sixth Form Enrolment: KNGS/KNBS students 8.30am - 10.30am and 
external students: 11.30am - 1.30pm 

 Wednesday 6th September - School opens for Autumn Term for all students  

 Monday 18th September – Whole School open Evening for new Year 7 & Year 12 Intake Sept 2018, 5pm – 8pm 

 Tuesday 19th September – Whole School Open Morning, 9am -11am 

 Monday 25th September – Year 12 Parents as Partners Evening, 6pm – 8pm 

 Thursday 5th October – Year 10 Parents as Partners Evening, 6pm -8pm 

 Thursday 12th October –Whole School Open Morning, 9am -11am  

 Monday 16th October – Year 7 Parents as Partners Evening, 6pm – 8pm 
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EVENTS, TRIPS & CLUBS 

Mr Piotrowski 

SPANISH CULTURE  

Year 10 & 11 Visit Granada 

We arrived in bright April sunshine and the thermometer pushing through the 25 

degree barrier. After checking into our funky hostal we stretched our legs and had a 

short walk through the Albaicin to the Mirador viewing area where we caught our first 

sight of the majestic Alhambra Palace. We saw some Argentinian tango dancers 

strutting their funky stuff in the main square. The next day we made our way up the hill 

to one of Spain’s leading tourist attractions, the world-famous World Heritage site the 

Alhambra Palace. Simply magnificent!! Highlights included the Palacio de Carlos V, 

the Alcazaba tower and the Nazaries Palace, including the breath-taking Patio de los 

Leones. We were able to practice our conversational Spanish by ordering snacks, 

drinks and tapas. We finished the day in the 

peaceful surroundings of the Generalife gardens. A 

perfect day! The next day we explored the historic 

centre of Granada. We had churros con chocolate 

and even went to a local park to try out their exercise machines! In the evening 

we returned to the Sacromonte area in the Albaicin district to see a live flamenco 

show in the Zambra Maria la Castaneda caves. Spellbinding! Some of us had 

Henna tattoos done; others ordered our own tapas in Spanish. On the final day 

we managed to go on a 

whistle-stop tour of the 

city in a bendy Granada 

City Tour bus that 

meandered it way 

through and up the 

narrow, cobblestone 

streets. We ate lots of 

amazing food including 

delicacies such as 

jamón serrano, tortilla, berenjena con miel (aubergine chips 

with honey) and even pulpo (octopus). A fantastic trip. 

In September we usually have a few new staff joining us as others move on and this year is no exception. There will 

be the following staff changes: 

In RE Mrs O’Connor  is moving to the Sixth Form College in Stourbridge where she was taught for her A Levels. Mr 

Ahmedi will be returning to us and we have an additional member of the RE team, Miss Sabraina Rai. 

In English Mrs Stanway is retiring from teaching in September and Miss Walker will assume the Head of English role. 

Her second in English will be Ms Currie. In addition we have a new member of the English team in Ross Houston. 

In Geography Mrs Strong is leaving teaching to pursue an alternative career in education. Mr Franklin will be joining  

us in September. 

Maths sees the largest change, Mr Coglan will be moving with his wife who has a new posting in her job. Mr Currie 

will be taking on the role of Head of Maths in September.  

Mrs Lam is moving to a school closer to her home and Mrs Statter is relocating to Manchester.  

Ms Bridgett has gained a post with a national organisation delivering her passion for Mastery Maths to other       

teachers. Mr Brace is moving to another school to gain a different experience.  

I am delighted to say that we have some highly trained, very experienced specialists joining the maths team who are 

passionate about teaching their subject and very excited to be with us in September.  I know they will bring much to 

the department and to the school.  

STAFF LEAVERS & NEW STAFF FOR SEPTEMBER 
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LEICESTER SPACE CENTRE  

Year 7 Trip 

Our Year 7s had an out-of this world experience in June as they looked beyond our planet to investigate space. One-

hundred and thirty two students enthusiastically explored the National Space Centre in Leicester. The day was 

packed full of engaging and interactive activities. Students went on a mission to one of Jupiter’s moons in a 4-D 

space simulator. They experienced what life as an astronaut is like and what it takes to survive in space through a 

variety of activities and spellbinding show in the Sir-Patrick Moore Planetarium. It was a hot day, yet many of our 

students managed to climb all the way to the top of the jaw-dropping rocket tower. There were many outstanding 

performances as the students became weather presenters with Amaya Hunter and Ruby Parveen really standing out 

as stars in front of the green screen. Students that stayed at KNGS completed a space project focusing on how we 

explore space and the challenges of colonising a new planet. They took great pride in their work and should be proud 

of their achievements. Well done to all students for showing such eagerness to learn at KNGS and on the trip and 

thank you to all of the staff who helped to make this experience possible. Hopefully this experience will have created 

lasting memories. With space tourism, and manned missions to Mars taking place in the near future, science fiction 

is becoming reality. We can no longer think that sky is the limit when there are footprints on the moon and soon even 

further.   

FORWARD THINKING PROGRAMME 

Students Visit Birmingham University  

On Monday 19
th
 June, six Year 8 students, who have been 

selected as participants in the University of Birmingham’s 

Forward Thinking programme, visited the university for the 

first of what will be a series of visits over the next 4 years 

designed to give them an insight into the benefits offered by 

a university education.  

Alongside other Birmingham Year 8 students they enjoyed  

a series of tasks, which included building towers out of      

spaghetti and marshmallows. This was followed by a tour  

of the campus. Joined later by their parents and carers, they 

were treated to a buffet meal and a fantastic inspirational 

talk. Suitably motivated, they are looking forward to the  

subject taster day at the university later this year. 

TOUR OF TUDOR TIMES  

Year 7 Trip to Stratford-upon-Avon 

Recently many of our Year 7 pupils had an immersive tour of Tudor times in Stratford-upon-Avon to help gain a            

better understanding of the life and times of William Shakespeare. The girls were treated to a hands-on                       

Shakespeare workshop where they re-created the opening of The Tempest. The girls were also treated to a tour of 

Stratford with William Shakespeare himself (or William Fakespeare as he prefers to be known). A thoroughly good 

time was had by all, many facts were learnt and we didn’t lose any pupils to the plague!  

 “I loved using my Spanish skills in Granada and had an amazing time. I can’t wait to go to Spain 

again.” Izzy. 

“It was an amazing opportunity and the sites were beautiful especially the Alhambra.”  

 Bethany 

“Granada was beautiful and I could not get enough of the wonderful food.” Kylene 

“It created hilarious memories and I could not get enough of the food.” Annie 

“Really enjoyed the food. A great experience. Would go again.” Nicki 
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ENHANCING THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

Year 8 Visit Twycross Zoo 

On 24
th
 May, the Science department took Year 8 to 

Twycross Zoo to enhance their learning about animal 

behaviour and habitats.  

We set off from KNGS shortly after registration and arrived at 

the zoo in glorious sunshine. The animals were all out 

enjoying the sunshine, the leopards in particular were 

sunbathing.  

The girls spent the full day walking around the zoo looking at 

the different animals including several rare and endangered 

species and the young animals that had recently been born. 

The weather was exceptional as was the behaviour of our 

girls.  

All of the girls attended a talk with the education team at the zoo where they had 

hands on experience, including touching cockroaches which the girls found to 

be a memorable learning experience.  

As a part of the day the girls took part in several competitions and the winners 

were: 

 Susie Lee- Giraffe drawing 

 Jennifer Pastrana- Dix Butterfly 

 Madeline Spray- Leopard 

 Kristina Cera – Bird 

 Aimee Woodhams- Flamingo 

 Scarlett Ryley- Monkey 

POETRY SLAM 

Year 7 Showcase Talent 

In their English lessons, Year 7 students have been preparing         

enthusiastically for the forthcoming Inter-house Poetry Slam. This   

exciting event will see students from all four houses showcase their 

performance poetry skills, aiming to impress a panel of expert judges 

from Years 8 and 10. To generate ideas for their poems, students were 

asked to bring in old photographs which interested them; these images 

provided starting points for drafting some thoughtful and original      

poetry. During a special lesson in the Learning Hub, students had the opportunity to read their poems aloud, trying 

out their performance skills. We have been impressed by our young poets’ creativity and the passion they have put 

into their            

practice              

readings; the 

Poetry Slam 

promises to be a 

thought-

provoking and 

entertaining 

event! 

S. O’Mahony 

(English) 
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REFUGEE WEEK 2017 

Amnesty Celebrate Over Three Days   

KNGS Amnesty Youth Group chose to celebrate Refugee Week this year at KNGS with three days of activities. 

Refugees have made and continue to make huge contributions to our society but often suffer prejudice.  Britain is 

home to less than 1% of the world’s 

refugees and they make up around 

0.25% of Britain’s population. In fact, 

most refugees are hosted by some of the 

world’s poorer countries. 

On Wednesday, 21
st
 June, Shari Brown 

from the organisation Restore came to 

talk about what life is like for asylum 

seekers and refugees in Birmingham. 

She spoke about the needs of asylum 

seekers when they arrive in Birmingham 

and how people can offer help. 

On Thurdsay, 22
nd

 June, Trevor Trueman 

from the Amnesty International UK 

Asylum Justice Group came to talk about 

the world refugee crisis and about human rights issues for asylum seekers in the UK. He explained some of the 

many hardships and violence faced by refugees around the world. He also highlighted that the UK is the only 

European country which detains people indefinitely with some people detained for more than a year not knowing 

when they will be released. The centres are surrounded by barbed wire and look and feel like prisons. In summer the 

Amnesty Youth Group will be campaigning against 

these measures at the school fete. 

We thank both of our speakers for their interesting 

talks.  

On Friday, 23
rd

 June the Amnesty Youth Group ran 

a ‘Great Get Together’. This has been a national 

event to honour the memory of Jo Cox, MP for 

Batley and Spen who was murdered one year ago 

by a right extremist. Jo Cox worked passionately 

for social cohesion and in her maiden speech at 

the House of Commons said: “We are far more 

united and have far more in common with each 

other than things which divide us.” Her husband 

Brendan Cox asked groups and communities all 

over the country to meet together and to talk together to mark the anniversary of her death. At KNGS we held one of 

the over 1000 events over the whole country. The Amnesty Youth Group served drinks and sold cakes. There was a 

very special atmosphere as a café-styled room 23 

buzzed with conversation - lots of students and 

staff came to enjoy a few relaxed minutes in a busy 

day.  

A huge well done to the Amnesty Youth Group for 

organizing these events – the members worked so 

hard in preparation of these events and the cakes 

were delicious! Another huge thank you to all the 

students and staff who supported the events and 

helped to make them a great success. We look 

forward to seeing lots of people at the Amnesty 

stall at the summer fete. 
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BUSINESS IN ACTION 

Year 10 Site Visit  

A group of Year 10 Business Studies students visited Purity 

Soft Drinks Ltd in Wednesbury for a tour of the factory. Richard 

Proctor, Operation Director greeted the group when we arrived 

at the factory and gave the students a talk explaining the     

importance of managing stocks correctly to meet customer    

demand and quality control. We then went on a tour around the 

factory to see the automated production line and how the 

drinks are mixed, bottled and packaged. The girls were really 

surprised at the speed the machines operated at and the  

quantity of drinks made.  

GEOGRAPHY FIELDWORK  

Visits to Birmingham & Shropshire  

This term has been a busy one for our Year 10 GCSE    

Geography group who have recently carried out two 

pieces of  field-work. The first was investigating how 

quality of life changes across an urban area. We visited 

3 contrasting areas across Birmingham to carry out our 

fieldwork; Bournville, Selly Oak and Nechells. We    

gathered data on the 

environmental quality, traffic levels, services and interviewed local people to find 

out what it was like to live in these areas. Using this data and their secondary  

research the girls were able to both describe and explain the changes we        

observed across their city. Data was collected to a very high standard and this will 

support their exam well in Year 11.  

The second trip was to Carding Mill Valley in Shropshire to study changing river 

characteristics and flood risk along Ashbrook stream. Sadly we were not blessed 

with good weather but the girls did not let this affect their spirits; wellies on and 

waterproofs zipped up, the girls collected their data superbly, wading into the river 

to take key measurements and hiking up the very steep valley! The girls came 

away with an excellent understanding of how the river channel changes as we 

moved down stream and also what factors can increase the risk of flooding. The 

girls were a credit to the school and we gathered valuable data to take back to 

school for further analysis. 

PHOTOGRAPHY TRIP 

Year 10 Visit Oxford  

A group of 22 Year 10 GCSE Photography students accompanied by 

Mr Abelson went to Oxford on 23
rd

 June  and the students enjoyed a 

very enjoyable and inspiring day. The girls spent the day exploring the 

many sights of Oxford and took some very creative photos building on 

their topics they have worked on over the year, such as ‘Abstract’ and 

‘Formal Elements’. In addition to the wonderful college buildings there 

were many other things to see including the Oxford students                 

celebrating the end of their exams with foam and ‘crazy string’. The 

students were very grateful for the trip and for the visual opportunities that it has given them and for ideas for their 

future photographs.  

Many thanks to Denise Wilson and Katy Holbeche for assisting on this trip. 
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FINAL 2017 UPDATE 

2017 has been a fantastic year for the Duke of Edinburgh Award at 

KNGS! Below are a few updates and photos that will be of interest. 

 

2017 Expeditions and Awards 

This years cohort have just finished their final assessment weekend in 

a very hot Cannock Chase. The entire group passed their 

assessments with comments from the assessor such as, “this is one of 

the nicest groups I’ve ever had to pleasure of working with” and “it is 

always a pleasure to work with KNGS”.  

There have been many highlights across this expedition year, not  

least the evening campfires, toasting marshmallows, name that tune 

and much more! 

Activities that have been undertaken as part of the awards 

volunteering section included helping in charity shops, working with 

the elderly, supporting play groups and coaching children in a 

leadership role. 

Physical activities undertaken were equally as wide ranging including 

ballet, fitness, trampolining, cycling and swimming. The final element 

prior to the expedition was skills based with our girls showing a wide 

range of skills including learning to play an instrument, horse riding, 

photography, maths skills and dance workshops. 

All our girls have completed all four sections of their awards and have 

been submitted to the DofE charity for approval. This will be the third 

year with a 100% completion rate - well done girls! 

 

A Message of Thanks 

It goes without saying that this years awards would not have been 

possible without the hard work and commitment of KNGS staff 

providing the opportunities for students to take part— I would like to 

personally extend my thanks to the following members of staff who 

helped me to run the expeditions as well as any other staff who  

helped support the girls through clubs or activities for the three 

sections prior to the expedition. 

 

Expedition staff:  Mrs Caswell, Ms Bridgett, Mr Goddard, Mr White, 

Mr Steele, Mr Piotrowski, Ms Stone and Mr Abelson. 

 

Year 9 have now begun the process of selection for next year - and I 

look forward to another successful cohort. 

 

Have a restful and relaxing summer break.  

Mr Willis 
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SUCCESSES  

NEXT GENERATION AWARDS  

Birmingham Civic Society 

Twenty-two Year 8 students have been taking part in the            

Birmingham Civic Society Next Generation Awards Scheme. It 

is a highly successful citizenship programme that is run by the 

Birmingham Civic Society for the past eleven years. The 

scheme is aimed at groups of pupils aged 11 to 14 and is an 

assessed project-based programme.  Students work in groups 

to devise a plan to improve one aspect of life for people living in 

Birmingham. They then develop a 5 minute presentation           

explaining their idea that they present to an assessment               

panel.  One group is then chosen to compete in the semi-finals 

at Newman University where they will be bidding for £1500 to get their project off the ground. The students came up 

with some innovative ideas which included a homeless app, a teenage reading competition, a zen garden, a                   

anti-judgement statue, a bus for homeless people, organising events for young carers and advertising on buses about 

different issues affecting the community.  

DANCE WORLD CUP 

Congratulations Phoebe! 

Following nationwide auditions, involving thousands of hopefuls, KNGS student       

Phoebe Sprason (S6) was selected to join Team England and compete at the Dance 

World Cup, being held in Germany in June.  

Phoebe was one of a number of dancers selected from the Spotlight Stage School. 

As well as the amazing achievement of being selected to represent Team England       

Phoebe and her dance troupe went on to win 4 medals including 2 Gold medals in 

the 13 & Under Categories for their performances ‘Festival of the Lion King’ and ‘Join 

the  Circus’.  

Well done Phoebe - we are hugely proud of your success along with your hard work 

and dedication! 

NEWS FROM THE MFL DEPARTMENT  

We are proud to announce that four of our Year 11 girls 

(Nora Bennani, Clara Sorge, Alice Falciana, Ophelia Ho)  

designed a poster to promote language learning as part of a 

local language                      

competition led by 

Routes Into Languages 

and won the first prize  

for KS4. The girls each    

received a £20 voucher 

and certificate. Their 

beautiful poster promotes unity and understanding between communities.  

We are also very proud of Niamh O’Neill and Eleanor Colley, two of our Year 12 

French students, who have been successful in gaining a place on the High 

Achievers’ Summer School for Modern Languages at the University of                  

Nottingham. The Summer School will be taking is an excellent opportunity for 

students to experience what it is like to study Modern Languages at the                 

University of Nottingham and to sample student life on a university campus. Well 

done Niamh and Elle.  
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RACE FOR LIFE  

Well done Talliah  

A huge well done to KNGS student Talliah Graver (G8) who finished the Race for Life      

alongside her family, raising over £1000 for Cancer Research in loving memory of her Aunty 

Sue who sadly list a short battle with cancer a year ago. A great achievement for a worthy 

cause Talliah - well done!  

UKMT JUNIOR CHALLENGE  

Year 7 & 8 Compete  

On 27 April, 105 of our Year 7 and 8 girls took part in the UKMT Junior Challenge,                                                       

a National mathematical competition. 

They had to answer 25 multiple choice questions which tested their problem-solving 

skills. Questions later in the paper were worth more marks but also marks were lost 

for questions answered incorrectly! 

Thousands of students took part around the UK and we scooped 35 awards in total, 19 bronze, 11 silver and 5 gold 

as follows: 

Bronze:  

Year 7: Hannah Ashraf (S1), Isabel Watley (N8), Jenna Williams (K4), Amelia Boehm (N1), Esme Trevallion (N2) and 

Esme Abraham (G6) 

Year 8: Olivia Cole (N5), Lucy Attril (K8), Scarlett Rea (S5), Thea Smith (G3), Charlotte Bunn (S1), Amy Wheeler 

(K4), Leah Haddock (K1), Betty Thompson (N6), Chloe Ashmore (K3), Kate Noble (K8), Shraiya Patel (S4), Me-

ghane Lawrence (N3) and Izdihar Salim (S7) 

Silver:  

Year 7: Mansha Hussain (K5) 

Year 8: Kitty Ballard (G4), Mary Glasby (K7), Prathiksha Kumar (N1), Tianna Hull (K1), Alice Cockcroft (G5), Holly 

Whittall (N6), Rachel Collins (K8), Jessica Reeves-Taylor (K4), Sophia Wigley (K6) and Gwen Duncan (S3) 

Gold:  

Year 7: Hannah Couperthwaite (N5), Ines Patrick (G6) and Bethan Ramsey (N1) 

Year 8: Thea Enwonwu (N2) and Isis Walker-Bailey (N4) 

In addition, Thea Enwonwu and Hannah Couperthwaite achieved                                                                                          

Best in Year and Thea Best in School 

Congratulations from everybody in the Maths Department. 

YOUNG WRITERS AWARD 

Congratulations Millie!  

A massive congratulations to KNGS Year 7 student Mille Battye (G1) on 

being crowned the regional winner of the Explore Learning Young Writers 

Award.  

Millie wrote a 500 word piece of creative writing based on the theme            

'The Future'. She wrote about a scientist obsessed with the future who    

creates then destroys the disturbing world that he helped to create.   

Well done Millie - we are really proud of the fact that you entered the            

competition and that you went on to win - a superb achievement!! 
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WEST MIDLANDS BASKETBALL LEAGUE 

KNGS Take the Title  

A team of KNGS students competed in the West Midlands Basketball 

League, the girls played four games and won all of them. The winner 

of the league was then decided in the final where the top two teams 

played each other to decide who would win the trophy. We are 

delighted to announce that KNGS won the final match 50 – 21!! 

A massive well done to all the students involved:  

Year 10: Flic Ivory, Izzy Ivory, Ellie Bates, Jade Channer, Gabby 

Dickson, Xena Meksem 

Year 8: Olivia Cole, Megan Recardo, Charlotte Bunn, Lucy Burdett, Mary Glasby, Thea Smith 

Most Valuable Player (MVP) was Felicity Ivory as she was sick and really dominated the court. 

Well done to all involved and a big thanks to Mr Brace for his time and effort coaching the team! 

SPORTING SUCCESS 

Athletics & Rounders  

Two teams qualified for the Birmingham Secondary                

Athletics Finals at The Alexander Stadium on Thursday 

22
nd

 June. 

The KNGS Year 7 team came 5
th 

 and the Year 8 team 

came 2
nd 

Excellent work girls!
                                                                                                                                        

Rounders – Well done to the two teams (Year 7/8 

& Year 9/10) that have qualified for the Birmingham 

Secondary School Games on Thursday 13
th
 July. 

 

Leadership – Primary Athletics and Rounders 

Competitions held at KNGS over recent weeks and 

various Year 9 students have been involved in             

organising and officiating both events. Well done to 

all girls involved! 

SKILLS FOR LIFE AWARD  

Well Done Hazel! 

Congratulations to KNGS student Hazel Smith (N3) who attended an award ceremony 

with her golf scheme at Wentworth Golf Course. The Mackenzie ’Skills for Life’ Award 

from the Golf Foundation was awarded to the coaching team at AL Junior Golf (based at 

Hatchford Brook Golf) for their unique style of coaching and delivery which helps children 

improve not only their golf, but also their personal attributes like teamwork and              

sportsmanship. Hazel has been involved with Junior Golf since the coaching sessions 

began and regularly gives her time to volunteer with younger players and helps with the 

coaching. Well done Hazel!  
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SOUTH AREA NETWORK EXHIBITION  

Showcasing Creative Talent at KNGS  

The Art and Photography Department took part in the   

annual South Area Network Exhibition to celebrate the 

work of students from across the region. The well attended 

private view took place on Monday 26
th
 June at                 

Birmingham City University, School of Art, Margaret St., 

where a wonderful evening was had by all.  

We are extremely proud of all our students whose work 

was on display; it was a showcase of the immense talent 

and breadth of skills that our students have and it is           

wonderful for them to have as big an audience as possible 

for their endeavours. 

STUDENT LEADERSHIP 

Student leadership is continuing to excel at KNGS; more than 15 students are on track 

to achieve an award in student leadership through an accredited scheme, our student 

leadership group is organising a ‘lip sync’ battle for the school’s summer fete and our 

recruitment for our new Sixth Form leaders (Head Girl, Head Boy, Literacy & Numeracy 

mentors, Marketing & Communications officer and Deputy Head Student) 

is well under way!  

This term three Year 7 students (Milly Owen, Zoe Nolan and Lucy Morrall) 

bravely delivered an assembly on the NHS to all students. They talked 

about what our National Health Service provides, how much it costs to run 

and how it employs over 1.5million people! They spoke confidently and prepared the whole assembly themselves - 

well done girls!  

Launch of the new Prefect Team 

Having gone through a rigorous selection process to win their places in 

the 2017-2018 Prefect Team, all new prefects were recently privileged to 

attend a morning of training which helped them to bond as a group and 

learn more about the prefect role. Through a variety of activities, we had 

the opportunity to consider the job of a prefect more deeply as well as 

considering how to tackle challenging situations. This helped many       

prefects to gain a clearer insight into what being a prefect is like, and the 

important attributes of becoming one. All prefects contributed to a range 

of tasks where we could reflect on our attitudes to school and how these 

could influence students in younger year groups; we discussed how to be good role models and ensure that we are 

setting high standards for our peers. Activities also included role plays where we considered how to deal with certain 

situations, preparing us in advance for the responsibility of carrying out corridor duties. In the second half of the             

session prefects were assigned different roles according to their skills and preferences, and in teams led by the six 

senior prefects (right), all students got fully involved in tasks such as planning the duty rota and organising staffing for 

the forthcoming parents’ evening. Overall, it was a 

fantastic opportunity for us all to participate,              

collaborate and get to know each other better. By 

the end of the morning, students felt that they had 

gained more confidence and a greater                         

understanding of the duties of a prefect. We are all 

very proud to have been chosen as prefects, and 

are looking forward to working hard for the school 

in the coming year.            

                                                                                                                                         Jennifer Hwang, Senior Prefect 
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HOUSE NEWS  

ROUND UP OF 2016-17 

What an amazing year this has been… we have had a fantastic term full of exciting new opportunities, proud               

farewells and fantastic additions to our harmonious community! 

We have had a year of fabulous and thrilling Gauntlet Games… 

competitors have designed amazing wedding dresses out of    

paper, tested their core strengths to keep in plank position for 

much longer than humanly possible and not to forget the blind 

folded cake decorating… it just shows how well students can use      

teamwork to produce the wonderful and amazing! 

We have had tears and very proud moments in bidding farewell 

to our Year 11’s. We are confident that they have built the skills 

and knowledge that will help them to succeed in life after KNGS. 

We are so very proud of the young individuals they have              

blossomed into. We are certain without a doubt that this has a lot 

to do with all the support you have given them…so a massive thank you from all of us. 

Saying goodbyes has come hand in hand with huge warm welcomes … we have just finished our primary school 

visits and have met the most amazing Year 6’s that will be joining our community in September. What a privilege! We 

are hoping to meet parents and carers on our Induction Evening and hope to have the Year 6’s come in for a penpal 

day so they can get a feel for the school community and it’s a great opportunity for us to get to know them. 

Opportunities come in all forms. We have an upcoming event that we would like your daughters’ support with…which  

is ‘Fun in the Sun’. This is an event we are running as a part of our community charity work. We will be donating all 

money raised to Water Aid, Cancer Research and Make A Wish… This is going to be an amazing evening of fun and 

games as well as delicious food for the students...and us! 

Talking of charities… Lloyds Banking Group have match funded the money raised during 

our last charity event (Dodge Ball Tournament) for Birmingham Children’s Hospital donating 

a further £750. This will go towards their rare disease centre. Thank you for all your support.  

We are so proud of the work and effort our school community put into supporting others but 

we are equally proud in the way they plan and support our school Fete. The Fete will be on 

the 14
th
 July this year…we are hoping for great weather and lots of community spirit! 

SIXTH FORM NEWS  

 

DIGITAL MARKETING WORKSHOP  

Purity Soft Drinks Present Year 12 

Sarah McIntrye, Marketing Assistant for Purity Soft Drinks Ltd 

visited Year 12 Business Studies students to lead a workshop 

on digital marketing.  

Digital marketing is a new topic on the A Level course and is 

now one of the main platforms used by businesses for          

promotion. Sarah explained to the group the importance of  

digital marketing and explained how Purity use social media     

to promote their brands.  

 
“It was great to see things that we are familiar with and could relate to e.g snapchat and Instagram. I 

also enjoyed seeing real examples brought to life. The session was really interactive and we were 

asked lots of questions.” – Tara Smith  
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GUEST PSYCHOLOGY LECTURE  

Professor Ian Apperly of Birmingham University  

On the 26
th
 of June, the Psychology Department invited Professor Ian Apperly of               

Birmingham University to join us for a psychological lecture on his work into theory of mind 

and social cognition. Sixty students, teachers, and parents attended and all were                

enthusiastic about the talk and eager to join in with the question-and-answer session that 

followed. 

During the lecture, various thought-provoking discussion points were thrown up, such as 

‘Can we truly understand others’ perspectives?’, ‘How do people differ in their ‘mindreading’ 

capabilities?’, and ‘How do we learn to interpret others’ viewpoints in the first place?’  

The talk was very interesting and enjoyable and we hope to organise further talks in the      

future that will be open for all to attend. 
 

YEAR 13 LEAVERS ASSEMBLY  

On Friday 26
th
 May we celebrated the last day of 

the Year 13’s of 2015 – 2017.  

Students celebrated their achievements in their 

subjects over the past two years which included 

being presented with certificates in their subjects, 

and enjoying a BBQ in the sunshine!  

 

YEAR 13 LEAVERS BALL  

On Thursday 29
th
 June there was Kings Norton Girls’ and Boys’ School Sixth Form Leavers Ball to celebrate the 

end of exams for our Year 13’s. The evening was held at the ICC and it was a lovely night to celebrate with Year 13 

their past two years with us, and seven years for some!  

UCAS 

The UCAS process has now begun for our current Year 12 students. An assembly was delivered 

on the morning of Monday 19
th
 June giving the students information on how to register into UCAS. Through the          

tutorial programme, personal statement writing begins ready for the first draft to be completed. 

 

UCAS EXHIBITION  

On Monday 12
th
 June students visited the NEC UCAS Higher education exhibition to enable them to have a look at 

many different universities and the courses available to them. Students found it valuable to be able to talk to current 

undergraduates who were able to give them an insight into what it is like to study certain courses.  

 

UNIFROG 

A speaker from Unifrog came in on Wednesday 21
st
 June to give students a refresher assembly in the search     

engine, what it can do, and how valuable it can be when deciding which University students want to apply to. 

Unifrog collates a lot of information on a University such as their dropout rate, graduate employment rate, student 

satisfaction, course entrance requirements, and much more, and pulls it all together into one easy to access search 

engine which will enable students to thoroughly look at their choices and make an informed decision.  

 

VIRTUAL WORK EXPERIENCE 

All current Year 12 students will complete a virtual work experience programme designed by Barclays Life Skills on 

Friday 14
th
 July. The session is interactive and gives the students a real taste of the working environment as the 

programme re-adjusts depending on the answers to questions it is given.  
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COMING UP… 

Transition  

Our potential new Year 12 students will have taster sessions in their chosen A Level subjects on 3
rd

 and 4
th
 July, 

commencing with a trip to Drayton Manor on 5
th
 July. We look forward to welcoming our new students and giving 

them a taste of what A Levels are like at Kings Norton Sixth Form.  

Business Studies Webinar 

On Wednesday 5
th
 July there will be a Business Studies webinar focusing on social and digital media and marketing 

with Goldsmiths University. It was delivered by the University’s Business Studies students.  

 

Media Studies Webinar 

Dr Anamik Saha from Goldsmiths University will be leading a webinar for our Media students on Monday 10
th
 July 

focusing on Race and Representation in the Media.  

Evolve 

On Thursday 13
th
 July Northumbria University will deliver workshops to our Year 12 students about presentation and 

interview skills, and how to stand out. It will also give students invaluable information on how to decide which                     

universities they want to apply to depending on their passions, skills, and the kinds of things they want out of                 

university life.  

Project Trust  

Project Trust is our main link with gap year companies. It is tried and tested, and many of our previous students have 

gained excellent skills such as interpersonal skills and communication skills from participating in this brilliant          

opportunity. Project Trust will deliver an assembly to our new Year 13 students on Monday 2
nd

 October about           

volunteering abroad as well as in the UK.  

SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS 

WHAT SUPPORT DOES MY CHILD RECEIVE? 

Our first response to supporting students with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) is to provide high 

quality teaching which targets a student’s area of weakness through a personalised and differentiated curriculum. If 

a student still continues to make less than expected progress the SEN team will gather further information from 

teachers and assess what further support may be required. As well as the class teacher your child may require    

further support from a member of the SEN team. 

Ms Woodward 
SENCO &  

Assistant Head 
Teacher 

(Special Education 
Needs Coordinator) 

 Mrs Vaughan 
Learning Assistant               

supporting with                       
differentiation. 

Ms Vaughan may                 
specifically support  
pupils with cognition 

and learning and            
communication and 
interaction needs. 

 Mrs Holbeche 
Learning                
Assistant                       

supporting pupils 
with Sensory and 
Physical needs. 

Ms Macaulay 
Inclusion           
Manager 

Coordinating               
support and                 

interventions for 
students with           

social, emotional 
and mental 

health needs. 

THE SEN/INCLUSION TEAM 
SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS 

We are continuously looking at ways 

to improve outcomes for all pupils. 

This is particularly important for pupils 

with special needs and disabilities. In 

order to make further developments in 

our SEN provision it would be useful 

to gain some feedback from parents.  

Thank you to those parents that have 

already responded to the Special  

Education Needs parental            

questionnaire. The feedback has 

been very valuable and there were 

lots of positive points raised. Parents 

generally feel like our school                

understands their child’s needs and 

listens to parental concerns. 
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Many parents are pleased with the progress that their child is making and are happy with the help that their child   

receives. I plan to address some of the key areas for development over the next academic year. Some developmental 

areas include how we as teachers support parents to help their child at home and ensuring that parents are involved 

in reviewing of their child's needs. If you did not receive the link and would like to respond please email Ms Woodward 

and I will send you the link. gwoodward@kngs.co.uk 

SEN SCHOOL LOCAL OFFER - WE NEED YOUR HELP 

It is a requirement for all Birmingham schools to publish their SEN offer of provision on their school website. This can 

be found at http://www.kngs.co.uk/Special-Educational-Needs 

I would like the opportunity to discuss and review the content of this page with the parents of SEN students. I would 

like to invite a small group of parents to a working group review of our local offer. This will take place on        

Wednesday 12th July at 4pm. If you would like to take part please contact Ms Woodward to confirm a place 

(gwoodward@kngs.co.uk) or 0121 675 1305). Light refreshments will be provided. 

NUMERACY 

 Short division 

 Short and long multiplication  

At KNGS we are understand that basic numeracy is vital for success in maths examinations but also important for life 

skills. Consequently, we are working to improve the understanding and practice of all students to ensure that they are 

confident and accurate in the basic skills in addition to the higher level skill development they learn in maths lessons.  

Students are regularly tested and interventions take place for those who need support. However, we value your    

support at home as ‘little and often’ makes a huge difference.  

In the first wave, students are expected to be confident and accurate in using the following:  

 Column addition 

 Column subtraction 

In the next waves, testing and support will take place to ensure confidence and accuracy in the use of fractions,    

negative numbers and percentages.  

Please encourage your daughter to practise these skills little and often. The help sheets give them guidance as to 

how to carry out these skills and are available as bookmarks which fit into the student planner.  

In addition, in becoming confident with times tables, they should prioritise learning in the following order:  

2s, 5s, 10s and 11s 

3s and 4s 

6s and 9s 

8s, 7s, 12s 

The following websites are useful for both understanding and practice:  

 Help and practice games with addition, subtraction, multiplication and division: https://www.mathsisfun.com/

numbers/index.html 

 Help and practice games with times tables: https://www.mathsisfun.com/tables.html 

 MyMaths is available at https://www.mymaths.co.uk/ The login information is User: norton Password: scale 

 MathsWatch is available at https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle. This login information is based on a student’s 

name and year group. For example, Holly Baker in Year 7 would be User: hbaker7@kngs Password: norton  

If you don’t regularly practise your own numeracy, try the                 

following; www.nnchallenge.org.uk/kngs 

You will gain an overview of basic skills and help for any areas 

which you are less confident with. Don’t worry, scores and             

information can only be seen by you! Many of our staff have taken 

part already in our drive to become a fully numerate school.  

If you would like a copy of the featured explanation sheets 

(left) or other methods please email Mrs Shakespeare:                   

lshakespeare@kngs.co.uk 

mailto:gwoodward@kngs.co.uk
http://www.kngs.co.uk/Special-Educational-Needs
mailto:gwoodward@kngs.co.uk
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/index.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/index.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/tables.html
https://www.mymaths.co.uk/
https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle
http://www.nnchallenge.org.uk/kngs
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NEW CATERING COMPANY  

From September there will be a new catering company delivering the KNGS school meal service.  

Aspens are            

passionate about  

serving fresh, high 

quality and locally 

sourced food using 

British, Red Tractor 

Farm Assured meat, 

fish from sustainable 

sources, free range 

eggs and locally 

sourced fruit and             

vegetables.  

There will be a range 

of food on offer from 

the new style World 

Kitchen along with the 

Hot and Cold Deli            

stations - see the  

sample menu for a 

taste of what’s to 

come... 

NEW SCHOOL APP - MY ED 

To further improve communication with parents/carers we have recently launched a 

new KNGS App that you can download on to your mobile  devices which shows up 

to date information about 

your child along with key 

school information and 

key dates.  

Please make sure that 

you keep us up to date 

with any changes to 

your mobile phone 

number and email            

address to ensure that 

we can communicate 

with you effectively 

through this app. Any 

changes to your contact 

details can be emailed to enquiry@kngs.co.uk or by calling 0121 675 1305. 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION  

START OF THE SCHOOL DAY: REMINDER 

On all days except Thursday school starts at 8.30am and students are encouraged not to arrive before 8.15am. In 

the event that students need to arrive earlier, they may remain in the dining room until the start of school from 

7.30am onwards. 

On Thursday, due to staff training, school starts at 8.50am. Students are encouraged not to arrive before 8.35am. 

The dining room may be used from 8am at the earliest on this day. 

 


